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1.  Introduction

Purpose of Guidelines: 

The Long Bridge Park Design Guidelines is a companion document that gives further 
definition to the general concepts laid out in the Long Bridge Park Master Plan for Park 
and Recreation Facilities and the Vision and Goals for the North Tract Area.  The guidelines 
describe the qualitative characteristics of elements of the Master Plan and provide direction 
for achieving the visual and physical character, high-quality design and materials, and general 
cohesiveness needed to establish and maintain a great urban park through several phases of 
development extending over a decade or more. 

These Guidelines are intended not as blueprints but as a strong framework within which 
future planners, architects, landscape architects, engineers, designers and artists can exercise 
their creativity. At the broadest level, the Guidelines articulate a design language for the park 
and its structures, to promote commonalities among forms and materials and compatibility of 
styles. Some Guidelines also establish general performance criteria for elements of the park to 
help achieve the community’s recreational and environmental goals.

The guidelines should be used as the measuring stick for any committee or commission 
reviewing work to be done in Long Bridge Park.  The County has utilized the Long Bridge 
Park Design Advisory Committee and the Public Facilities Review Committee as the 
primary forums for community review of planning and design work for Long Bridge Park 
so far.  It is anticipated that future work will follow a similar review and approval path prior 
to commencing additions or changes.  It will be the responsibility of staff, the public, and 
appointed commissions and committees to progress toward the goals and maintain the 
standards established in the Master Plan for Park and Recreation Facilities and the Design 
Guidelines.

Planning Meeting Site Tour

EC
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2.  Unifying Design Concepts

A Comprehensive Park and its Context:

Long Bridge Park is envisioned as a showplace of environmentally sound reclamation 
and community reuse, with an abundance of attractive, accessible public green 
spaces and high-quality outdoor and indoor recreation facilities for people of diverse 
ages, interests and skills. Its gateway location will also make it a signature project for 
Arlington County.  

To become a prime community gathering place, the park should be multi-faceted in 
its features yet integrated in design. Its outdoor spaces are planned to accommodate 
a wide range of programmed and unprogrammed recreation and leisure activities, 
from team sports and holiday festivals to family outings and solitary strolls. The 
indoor facility will offer a broad menu of aquatics, health and fitness activities as well 
as a central commons and meeting rooms. All of these aspects should be connected 
as much as possible – by design commonalities, by pathways, by sight lines, by 
informative signs – to encourage people with diverse primary interests to explore and 
enjoy the park as a whole.  

 The park’s strategic location merits both celebration and respect. The Esplanade, overlook, and future vantage points around the Aquatics, Health & Fitness Facility provide panoramic 
views of the Washington skyline, the Potomac shores, the Pentagon and Air Force Memorial, urban Arlington, the major rail corridor, the airport, and the natural refuge of Roaches Run. 
Besides opening up public access to these vistas, the park will provide new trail connections between Crystal City and the riverfront, and new opportunities for interpretation of the 
area’s history as a passageway between Virginia and the District of Columbia. Park planning and programs should seek to maximize these benefits. 

The corollary is that the park and its structures will be conspicuous additions to a heavily traveled corridor and the monumental riverscape, and will be very visible by day and night 
from all directions including the sky. This setting calls for superior architecture that fits into its dramatic context and represents the best of Arlington as a healthy, energetic, welcoming 
community. Lighting of the building and park elements should also be carefully designed to support public safety and park activities without glaring intrusions on the area’s nighttime 
scene.
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Sustainability:

Long Bridge Park shall be a model of environmentally responsible design.  Outdoor facilities 
such as parking areas, picnic areas, playing fields, plazas and roads should use durable 
materials and innovative systems for managing stormwater runoff. Trees and plantings 
will utilize native species. Interpretive displays will explain site remediation and the area’s 
transformation from an industrial brownfield to a premier urban park. 

The Aquatics, Health & Fitness Facility will be designed to achieve the U.S. Green Building 
Council’s LEED program Silver rating, with a focus on energy efficiency and significant 
reductions in carbon emissions.

Clean, Simple, Contemporary Design:

The history of this site is one of continuing change as its contours have been manipulated 
over time, first by the river and then by successive eras of human occupation and use. At 
the conclusion of each era, little remained from its prior purpose; for instance, there is no 
surviving evidence of the original Long Bridge nor of the Marriott Twin Bridges motel. 
Thus, while the park should interpret its past, it should move forward in design as well as in 
contours and uses. 

The design chosen for Long Bridge Park and illustrated in its architectural elements is a 
decidedly contemporary one.  It is expressed in modern materials, including stainless steel, 
pervious surfaces, synthetic in-filled turf, reinforced earth and other technologies. It is 
executed in contemporary forms and geometries. It should engage and incorporate even 
newer materials as they become available and as the plan is phased in. 

Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design

RF
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3.  Transportation

Universal Design:

The park will provide access to all persons, regardless of abilities, in compliance with the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and County policies.  The main objective will be 
to provide a variety of experiences and recreation opportunities for users of all abilities.  
Maximum consideration will be given to ensuring that both indoor and outdoor facilities 
meet, and where possible exceed, current standards for handicapped accessibility. Outside 
walkways will be designed to provide maximum accessibility for all users with minimal use of 
ramps.

Connectivity:

The park should have good multi-modal connections with nearby population and 
employment centers, such as Crystal City, Pentagon City, and the Pentagon, and major 
transportation resources such as the Mount Vernon Trail. Safe, well-lighted, clearly signed 
routes to and from the park for pedestrians and cyclists are vital in order to meet Arlington’s 
transportation and recreation goals.

Bicycle Connections and Facilities:

Long Bridge Drive and the Esplanade will be connected with existing and planned county and 
regional networks of bicycle routes and multi-use trails. The bike lanes on Long Bridge Drive 
are intended to be the primary route through the area for longer-distance and higher-speed 
bicycle traffic. The Esplanade is designed with multi-use paths to accommodate walking, 
running and lower-speed cycling.

Attractive, secure bike parking and storage facilities should be strategically located 
throughout the park. As connections to the riverside and regional trails improve in the future, 
consideration should be given to compatibly designed, small-scale and seasonal bike rental 
kiosks and related trailhead services in and next to the park.

Accessible Pathways Accessible Surfaces

Bike Racks
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Pedestrian Accommodations:

When fully developed, the park will have over a mile of scenic walkways, trails, and sidewalks 
providing access to all park areas and views. These pathways should be friendly to all users, 
including those in wheelchairs and strollers, and be usable year-round. They should provide 
space for people to sit or stand to rest, picnic, watch games and other events, and enjoy the 
scene.

Long Bridge Drive: 

Long Bridge Drive (formerly Old Jefferson Davis Highway) is planned to function in the future 
primarily as a local street serving the park and nearby businesses and residents. The street is 
being rebuilt north of 6th Street South with two travel lanes, bike lanes, on-street parking, 
sidewalks and street trees. As a complete street, it should be hospitable to pedestrians and 
invite people to walk to and from the park to off-site parking and nearby Metro stations.

Transit Shelter

Long Bridge Drive Layout

Long Bridge Drive Cross Section

Transit Shelter
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Transit Stops:

Good transit service is a key element in County transportation strategies and options for park 
users. Long Bridge Drive is being planned with several transit stops convenient to the fields 
and as close to the facility’s entrances as possible. These stations should harmonize in design 
with other park structures, be well lighted, and provide sufficient shelter to serve transit users 
year-round.

Vehicle Parking:  

Surface parking areas for vehicles will be designed to reduce rain water runoff and provide 
natural filtration whenever possible. Lots should be efficiently designed to reduce their non-
pervious footprints. More broadly, the use of pervious materials, rain garden filtration, and 
expansions of public transit to reduce vehicle trips will be encouraged in order to reduce the 
extent and impacts of hard-surfaced lots. Park visitors will also be encouraged to reach the 
park using public transportation, bicycles or other low-impact means.

Railroad:

The Esplanade offers park users a safe and unobstructed view of the rail corridor and the 
CSX freight, Amtrak, and Virginia Railway Express (VRE) trains that pass by frequently. The 
Esplanade’s embankment also serves as a sound buffer. The side of the Esplanade flanking the 
tracks has been designed to remind those who view it of the material pallet of the railroad 
and its support infrastructure.

Parking with Rain Gardens

Adjacent Railroad Tracks
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4.  Sustainable Landscaping

Plant Species:

The park will be an urban oasis and a model of effective environmental reclamation. To 
promote sustainability and natural values, plant selection throughout the site – for slope 
stabilization, rain gardens, shade, aesthetics and seasonal interest -- should strive to largely 
utilize native species.

The use of local-ecotype plant specimens is important because nearby Roaches Run 
Wildfowl Sanctuary has been found to support populations of locally rare native species.  
Park managers and landscape planners should avoid using any non-native or invasive 
species that might inadvertently be introduced into the natural preserve. 

Invasive Plants :

Invasive species as identified by the Arlington County Natural Resources Management Plan 
will not be used in the park.

Soil Conditions:

Some areas within Long Bridge Park were contaminated with lead, PCBs and petroleum-
based materials during prior industrial activities. In order to protect human health 
and to ensure that the park is safe for recreational use, the County has developed and 
implemented an environmental remediation plan. The site has been entered into the 
voluntary remediation program operated by the Virginia Department of Environmental 
Quality. As development of each sector of the park begins, its soil is screened and treated, 
mostly onsite, until the level of contaminants is determined to pose little to no risk to 
human health as determined by Virginia standards. Even after treatment, the previously 
contaminated soil will be secured so that the public will not be able to come in contact 
with it. This is achieved by covering the treated soil with two feet of clean fill dirt or a 
combination of fill and paving.

Rain Garden Grasses Rain Garden Plant Species

Rain Garden Plant Species
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In one section of the park, on part of the former Davis Industries site, contaminated soils 
have been sequestered in a sealed subsurface containment area covered by an asphalt cap. 
Portions of two fields, walkways and related drainage systems have been built above that cap. 

When planning any future park development involving earth-moving or digging, it will be 
essential to consult remediation maps and test results in order to ensure full compliance with 
the approved program. 

Rain Garden

Overlook

Esplanade and Overlook

RF

RF
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5.  Stormwater Management

Rain Gardens:

The Park Master plan calls for multiple rain gardens to temporarily hold stormwater runoff 
from the park’s parking lots and sports fields. The rain gardens should be planted with deep-
rooted native shrubs, perennials, and grasses. Besides their functional benefits, such plantings 
can evoke the Roaches Run and Potomac River floodplain wetlands that may have existed on 
the site long ago.

Permeable Surfaces:

Permeable paving consists of porous paving material (such as porous concrete, porous 
asphalt, paving stones and other materials) with a base and sub-base that allow stormwater 
to percolate and infiltrate to the soil below. Long Bridge Park should utilize these types of 
materials as much as is appropriate.

Permeable Pavement Permeable PavementPermeable Pavers

Rain Garden Rain Garden
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6.  Outdoor Recreation Features

Athletic Fields:

The Master Plan calls for four large, lighted, synthetic-turf rectangular fields to help meet the community 
demand for adult-sized fields for soccer, lacrosse, football, rugby, ultimate frisbee and other sports. 
The three fields installed in the first phase employ a polyethylene fiber surface that will stand up 
under intensive year-round use. It provides all-weather traction for players, yet is similar in feel, foot 
movement, ball response and appearance to natural grass. The fields’ underlying drainage systems 
direct stormwater to the rain gardens and manage 
runoff efficiently without disturbing the remediated 
soil beneath the fields.

The surface for the future fourth field, and eventual 
replacement surfaces, should be selected from 
then-available products using the same criteria of 
durability, quality, user experience, appearance and 
functionality as well as long-term cost-effectiveness.

To confirm its versatility, one field has been installed 
with permanent lines for soccer and lacrosse.  
This field, Field One, was built in partnership with 
Marymount University, as its home field for NCAA 
men’s and women’s soccer and lacrosse. Two other 
fields have been lined for full field soccer and into half-sized fields for youth play. 

The fields are lighted to extend their hours of use. For the fields at the southern end of the park, the 
location and height of light poles have been designed to meet airport-related restrictions.  All the fields 
are supported by scoreboards. .

The fields are flanked by walkways that provide access to and between fields and space for spectators. 
Spectators may also congregate in front of the support facilities on the west side of the fields.

Fields

Field #1
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Un-Programmed Open Space:

In response to community desires for more opportunities for passive and un-programmed 
recreation, the Master Plan includes a variety of walkways, sun lawns, picnic areas, overlooks 
and gathering places. These resources invite Arlington residents and nearby workers to stop 
by and walk, jog, or bike on the Esplanade, pause to admire the vistas from the overlook, 
sit on the grass or grand staircase and watch a soccer match, enjoy birdwatching and 
trainspotting, or stroll through the rain garden and view the native plantings.

The north end of the park, around the Aquatics, Health and Fitness Facility, will include several 
relatively open areas for informal gatherings and impromptu play. Along the Esplanade, an 
amphitheater area south of the building will accommodate small concerts and similar events. 
The “front porch” outside the Esplanade entrance to the building is also intended as a low-key 
gathering place for passers-by and participants in both indoor and outdoor activities. 

In keeping with the commitment to accessibility, all such spaces should be designed to be 
hospitable to people of all ages and abilities. While including some shelter and shade, they 
should be open enough to feel safe and insure good visibility into and out of the area.

To enable the park to host occasional major events, appropriate areas of the Esplanade and 
surface parking lots should be planned and outfitted to accommodate temporary kiosks, 
stages, and vendors

Play Areas:

Play areas for children should fit with the Long Bridge Park design aesthetic of clean, simple, 
contemporary design.  The designs should allow for year-round use and include a range of 
activities for both pre-school (2-5 years of age) and elementary school-age (5-12) children.
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Example Play Equipment Example Climbing Structure
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Esplanade:

A 2,350-foot long, raised Esplanade parallel to the railroad tracks will connect all sections 
of the park and its recreational facilities. It will extend from the park entrance at Crystal 
Drive and 12th Street South northward to the future pedestrian/bike bridge over the 
George Washington Memorial Parkway to the Mount Vernon Trail. For most of its length, the 
Esplanade consists of two parallel pedestrian walkways constructed with accessible surfacing 
and separated by plantings and seating areas.  The section near 6th Street South is narrower 
and designed to evoke the historic estuary of Roaches Run, now disappeared. The Esplanade 
accommodates strolling, casual bicycling, trainspotting, plane watching and small festivals, 
and features flowering cherry trees reminiscent of those surrounding the Tidal Basin across 
the Potomac River in Washington D.C.

The Esplanade’s walkways are built on top of a reinforced earth core 
with specially designed facing systems on either side, all designed 
to allow settlement and movement over time. To the east, along the 
CSX railroad right of way, a vertical wall is created with galvanized 
steel I beams and diagonal cross braces, retaining a galvanized 
steel grid. Behind it, crushed stone evokes the pattern of railroad 
ballast and stone-filled gabions, but the system is more precisely 
constructed to support the lengthy railing system protecting 
pedestrians above. The surface of the wall is rough and creates a 
difficult surface for graffiti. The complete half-mile system is of the 
same scale and materials as the railroad, and the stainless steel 
railings complement the raw metal of the adjacent signal bridge. At 
the west side, a sloped bluestone wall uses natural stone, but set in 
a frame of metal “rails.” The 3’ x 4’ pieces are pinned together, but held against the underlying 
reinforced earth by gravity. The scale of the materials is reminiscent of historic bridge 
abutments and railroad construction, but the methodology is closer to a modern curtain wall.

Esplanade Wall Facing Railroad

Esplanade Esplanade

Esplanade Surfacing

RF
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Viewsheds and Overlooks:

The Esplanade offers diverse perspectives on the playing fields and Roaches Run Waterfowl 
Sanctuary, and views of passing trains from a vantage point above the height of the trains. 
The Esplanade and other paths lead visitors to a large, raised Overlook and observation point 
40 feet above the park for an expansive 360-degree view, which includes the Potomac River, 
Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport, Crystal City, Rosslyn, the Pentagon, the Air Force 
Memorial, the Washington Monument, and the Capitol. This openness, next to urban Crystal 
City and the Pentagon preserve, is one of the hallmarks of the park.

The Master Plan calls for a future extension of the overlook eastward across the railroad tracks 
to an elevated viewing platform with closer views of Roaches Run and Reagan Washington 
National Airport beyond. This feature will provide opportunities for interpretation of the 
wildfowl sanctuary and the rare plant and animal species that exist there. Because of the 
natural and aesthetic sensitivities of the area, the platform should be designed, engineered 
and managed to fit into its surroundings with minimal impact on the land. Overlook
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Cloud Grove

Cloud Grove by Anna Valentina Murch and Douglas Hollis is composed 
of linear, tree-like stainless steel forms that will be placed in a grove-like 
configuration.  This grove will identify the southern face of the aquatics 
building and at the same time serve as a beacon for the park as a whole, 
signaling a destination and gathering place for outdoor events.  The tree-
forms support an array of fog nozzles that produce a dynamic cloud in Cloud 
Grove’s   ‘canopy,’ about 25 to 35 feet above the ground.   The fog nozzles 
are activated by a proximity detector, making the cloud appear as people 
approach the grove. At night, a series of lights will illuminate and animate 
Cloud Grove.

Wave Arbor

Wave Arbor by Douglas Hollis adds a sense of place to Long Bridge Park and 
is composed of two wind activated arbors with arrays of wing-like aluminum 
elements. The arbors are 88’ long, 25’ high, and 25’ wide.  Each arbor has 22 
kinetic “wings” that rock in a wave-like motion as the wind flows over them. 
The wings are made of two layers of perforated metal and cast dynamic moiré 
shadow patterns on the paving below. LED lights at the ends of the wings 
make visible the wind’s motion at night.

7.  Public Art

Art Integration:

Public art will be integrated into the design of each project phase.  Artists were and will continue to be selected early in each project phase to ensure that the resulting art is well integrated 
into the identified location(s).
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8.  Lighting

Field:

Within the constraints imposed by the site’s proximity to Ronald 
Reagan Washington National Airport, field lighting will strive to 
provide for the highest quality playing conditions.

Pathway and Safety:

In order to provide safe use of the park, lighting of pedestrian 
pathways will be designed as an integral element in the landscape.  
Lighting should be subtle and unobtrusive.

Special Features:

 Key locations and features within the park may receive special lighting treatment. Building 
entrances, gathering points, art work, groupings of site furnishings, signage and other 
elements may be accented or lighted distinctively to attract public attention and assist in 
wayfinding.

Pathway Lighting Field Lighting
Esplanade Lighting Esplanade LightingField Lighting

All outdoor lighting 
will utilize “dark sky” 
technologies designed 
to focus light onto 
park activity areas and 
features while reducing 
adverse impacts no the 
park’s neighbors and 
the night sky.

JS
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9.  Signage

Wayfinding and Information Signs:

Signage designed to integrate seamlessly into the park’s design aesthetic will provide user 
information and wayfinding. Signs may identify park buildings and features, and include park 
rules, hours, and maps. Changeable signs may be used for schedules and other information 
about events.

Interpretive Signs:

High-quality interpretive signs will contain information on the 
site and the park’s history, environmental remediation, and 
natural and cultural context, among other topics. Outdoor and 
indoor interpretive displays developed in the future should be 
consistent in general format and style with those installed in 
the first phase of the park. 

As resources permit, the County should also expand its online 
park scheduling and information programming, and look for 
opportunities to share its wealth of materials about the site and 
its transformation with potential audiences worldwide. Entrance Sign Feature

Interpretive SignInterpretive Sign

Welcome and Information Sign
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10.  Support Facilities and Amenities

Architectural Concepts for Support Buildings:

The Master Plan includes four 900-square foot, one-story buildings along the west side of the park to 
provide park concessions, public restrooms, and storage facilities for use by park maintenance and 
the leagues using the fields.   The buildings fit within the overall fabric of the park design and are 
visually integrated with the trellis framework that runs along the perimeter path beside the fields. 
The buildings also provide multiple points of access to adjacent Long Bridge Drive.

Though their functions are utilitarian, these buildings serve as focal points and welcoming elements, 
especially for people approaching the park along Long Bridge Drive. At night they should appear 
as beacons, with a soft glow visible through glass walls marking the entrances and helping to 
illuminate the walkways. During the daytime,  durable glass block on the buildings’ north and south sides will provide natural daylight for the 
functions within. On the street façade, slotted vertical glass-block openings fitted for privacy and solar glare can contribute additional natural 

lighting and enhance the glowing effect at dusk.  Rolling doors allow the entire building to be sealed when 
not in use, or open for complete access to the spaces inside. The doors are a metal framework faced with 
perforated metal panels that provide a transparent, open quality. Low vents along the street side provide 
a steady stream of cross ventilation These buildings’ ability to “breathe” and the incorporation of other 
environmentally conscious details are key to their design.. 

A canopy along the 
field side continues 
the spirit of the trellis 
by providing shade 
for spectators and 
reinforces the north/
south axis by linking 
the buildings to the 
path under the trellis.

Restroom Facility

Restroom Facility
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Site Furnishings:

Park furniture will provide respite for pedestrians and places to sit, 
eat, and relax.  The furniture should be designed or chosen to fit 
within the aesthetic of the park’s design, and will be made of durable 
low-maintenance materials.

Atop the Esplanade, cast concrete benches are arrayed rhythmically 
in the center beneath cherry trees. The cast concrete is durable and 
light colored. The form is backless so users can repose in a range of 
positions. Hardwood covered tables appears as an extrusion of the 
Esplanade core, supported by metal grids filled with the same stone 
as on the Esplanade’s east face. The arrangement of tables between 
benches facilitates access by users in wheelchairs, enables parents to 
park strollers out of the way of joggers and bicyclists, and makes the 
tables available as additional seating.

Site furnishings such as kiosks, marker signs, and other items that 
enhance the user experience should also be in line with the park’s 
clean, simple, contemporary design.  Materials used in other aspects 
of the park, such as stainless steel, bluestone, and concrete, shall be 
used in the design and fabrication of future site furnishings.

Refreshments:

Park users will be able to acquire food and refreshments from the 
outdoor vending machines located in the structures that house 
restrooms and storage facilities. A vending area will also be included 
in the central commons of the Aquatics, Health & Fitness Facility. 
Public drinking fountains should be provided whenever possible and 

Esplanade Bench

Esplanade Bench

Trash and Recycling Containers Field Athletes Bench
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in accessible locations that provide the greatest ease of use for park users.

Railings and Fences:

Stainless steel and materials of similar look and durability will contribute to the park’s clean, 
simple, modern design. Fences and railings should be designed to provide for public safety 
and management of field events without obstructing views or blocking walkways.

Walls:

Bluestone will be the material of choice for facing walls, ledges, and buildings.

Bluestone

Stainless Steel Rail

Lights and WallsLights and Walls Lights and Walls

Bluestone

Steel Fencing and Shade Structure

RF RF RF
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11.  Aquatics, Health and Fitness Facility

Building Purpose: 

The Master Plan calls for an urban ‘state of the art’ Aquatics, Health & Fitness 
Facility with features and programs for users of all ages and abilities. The 
first phase of the facility will respond primarily to community needs for 
aquatics, and will include a 50-meter x 25-yard pool for recreational, fitness 
and competition swimming; a separate teaching pool for group exercise, 
recreational programming and therapy classes; a smaller hot-water therapy 
pool; and a free-form water play area with a lazy river, slides, play features, 
and a zero-depth “beach” entry. The facility will also include a large indoor 
fitness area for cardiovascular equipment, weight training and group exercise 
classes; a drop-in child-care area; locker rooms, administrative facilities, and 
community meeting rooms adjoining a public commons with views of the 
pools.  

A future phase is planned to add a Multiple Activity Center (MAC) with a large 
indoor space that may be utilized for basketball, soccer, tennis, volleyball, 
and non-sporting activities and events.  An elevated running/jogging track 
will circumnavigate the MAC.  This phase may also include a climbing wall, 
racquetball/squash courts, additional group exercise rooms, and community 
rooms on the north side of the building with panoramic views of the national 
capital. This phase will also replace the first-phase surface parking lot with 
structured parking beneath the MAC.  

Architectural Concept:

The building form for this facility is designed to reflect the fluid movements 
of the transportation arteries surrounding the site (planes, trains and 
automobiles).  The sculptural form also expresses the vigor of the recreational 
activities inside the facility.  The flowing roof provides iconic imagery from 

Pool Plan

Diving Tower
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vantage points along I-395 and the George Washington Memorial Parkway and along the 
flight path of Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport.

The plan layout takes advantage of the unique attributes of the site. The linear plan for the 
first phase of the facility is organized with a three-story core in the middle, the 50-meter 
competition pool and six-lane teaching pool on the north, and the therapy pool and leisure 
pool on the south.  Public entrances are located both at the parking level and main entry (first 
floor on the west side) and at the Esplanade level (second floor on the east side).  The core’s 
first level includes controlled access to the fitness and aquatic amenities, locker rooms and 
support spaces. The second level includes community meeting rooms, the public commons 
or community living room, spectator seating and the recreation administration area.  The 
fitness/ weight training and group fitness rooms occupy the third level.  Fin-like openings in 
the competition pool area bring in natural light and allow spectators to view the monuments 
in Washington DC. The south-end glazing in the leisure pool area provides a panoramic view 

Phase 2

Phase 4  (Image is conceptual and does not represent final design)

Metal ShinglesBluestone

Bluestone
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of Long Bridge Park and Crystal City.

The facility’s core, engineering and layout are designed to 
accommodate future expansion.  
 
Materials:

Bluestone, one of the park’s featured materials for earth 
retention along the Esplanade, is incorporated as a base 
element of the building.  The combination of glazing, steel 
armatures and metal shingle wall panels provides light 
and airy building characteristics and a structure filled with 
natural light.  The wide roof overhangs and shading devices 
provide solar protection.  At night, the luminous skin makes 
the sculptural roof appear to float.

Roof Materials

Roof MaterialsSolar Blades

Solar Blades
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12.  Building Interior

Architectural Concept:

Interior design concepts for this project utilize materials and colors to visually and 
symbolically connect the building interior with the exterior park and environment.  Central 
design threads of movement and transformation are reinforced throughout the building 
by the use of color, patterning and textures. For example, the lower-level floor patterns and 
colors have been selected to emphasize movement from the exterior entry plaza into the 
building core and aquatic areas. On the Esplanade level, the floor patterning and colors lead 
visitors into and smoothly through the building, creating a continuum of the park experience. 
The flooring design on the third floor is meant to flow from the elevator and stairs entries and 
guide fitness users to an expansive view of the leisure pool and park beyond. Wall graphics 
in the locker rooms are another design element that reinforces the idea of progressive 
movement. The graphics’ transformative pattern and the specular quality of the material 
reflect the movement of people passing through the space, creating an ever-changing 
dynamic element that energizes the locker rooms.

Materials:

The materials used in the building have been selected for their sustainability, durability, 
longevity and ease of maintenance.  The overall color palette for the building is based on the 
natural environment and colors that are found in nature.  The intent was to use colors that 
are timeless and will not be stylistically identified with a point or decade in time.  The paint 
colors complement the more neutral tones of the feature interior wall of porcelain tile which 
runs through the entire building.  This tile wall recalls the use of Bluestone in the park and will 
visually connect the inside with the outside.  Tile is a more cost-effective interior wall material 
and has color and texture options that are used to define areas of the interior space.

A combination of ceiling materials has been used throughout the building.  Linear tiles 
and a wood slat system delineate active and passive areas.  On the Esplanade level, groups 
of decorative pendant lighting define the carpeted lounge seating areas. These will be 

First Floor Lobby

Second Floor Lobby
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comfortable resting spots where people can meet, gather and connect.

The Meeting Rooms will have a wood-look high-quality vinyl tile on the floor which will be 
easier to maintain than carpet and much quieter than an actual hardwood floor.  A paneled 
wall system will continue the look of wood on parts of the built-in millwork and walls. This 
paneled wall will create an interesting pattern that will be visible from the competition pool.

The drop-in child-care room will have the theme of transportation with a playful spirit.  There 
will be airplane shapes suspended from the ceiling, a bike path pattern in the linoleum floor, 
images of children and families on bicycles and an image of an Arlington bus stop to engage 
and entertain the children during their short stay.

Terrazzo is the main floor material for all of the public circulation areas of the building. It is a 
timeless material, highly durable and easily maintained. Its inherent material characteristics 
are used to create unique colors and patterns that evoke fluidity and movement through the 
building.

Porcelain tile is used as a floor and wall material in all of the locker rooms and public 
restrooms in the building. It too is highly durable and easy to maintain.

Sports flooring is used throughout the fitness area, with hardwood sprung floors in the group 
fitness rooms.

Most surfaces in the men’s, women’s and family locker rooms are tiled with colors and 
patterns that reinforce the color identity of each of those three zones.  All materials and 
surfaces in the locker rooms will be highly durable and practical. Sinks and vanities will have a 
solid surface, while the solid-color reinforced composite toilet and shower partitions will have 
a non-ghosting surface for easy graffiti removal.

In the few areas of the building where softer floor materials are required, such as the 

Meeting Room

Floor Material Plan and Patterns Floor Material Plan and Patterns

Floor Material Plan and Patterns
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community living room in the lobby, meeting rooms, and drop-in child-care room, 
high-quality vinyl tile, linoleum and carpet are being used.  All will provide a sense of 
warmth and comfort while meeting the standards of durability and easy maintenance. 

The planned future phase of this facility should employ architectural and design 
concepts and materials consistent with those used in the first phase.

Terrazo Floors

Pool Corridor

Locker and Pool Corridor


